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Animals in Their World
Craig Holdrege

N o t e s  a n d  R e v i e w s

When you visit the northern area of yellowstone national Park in June, you encounter an island of wildlife 
that provides a glimpse into the wealth of animal life that once spread over vast areas of the continent. henrike and i 
spent eight days there, hiking and observing plants and animals. We saw bison, elk, moose, deer, pronghorn, bighorn 
sheep, bears, and coyotes. We didn’t see any of the wolf packs, although some avid nature lovers were observing them 
at great distances through their spotting scopes. We encountered nests of peregrine falcons, bald eagles, and golden 
eagles. We even came face to face with a badger as we hiked down a trail — it emerged from its den, looking at us 
with a piercing gaze.  
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i share here only our experiences of the bighorn sheep. 
We were at an overlook that lets you peer down into the 
gorge of the yellowstone River, which was rushing along, 
full with spring meltwater. on the opposite side you look 
onto a nearly vertical wall of basalt and the gradually 
eroding, but very steep incline of ancient lava. some 
trees grow on these steep canyon walls, but very little 
herbaceous vegetation. 

After a while, we noticed that there were animals on those 
cliff sides. They were female bighorn sheep (ewes) and their 
young lambs. Do not picture domestic sheep. The ewes were 
sleek and fairly short-haired, and resemble domestic goats 
more than sheep. The lambs were grey and had long, spindly 
legs. in coloration the sheep blend well with their rocky 
ground. The ewes moved slowly among the rock-strewn 
walls — walls on which, as a human being, i would certainly 
want to be roped in and secured — and they fed occasionally 
on the sparse vegetation. They often paid little attention to 
their lambs, which were frolicking around on the inclines as 
though there were no deadly chasm to plunge into. The lambs 
jumped from rock to rock, ran after one another, sometimes 

kicked up rocks that bounded down into the river far below. 
These bighorn sheep inhabit a remarkably inhospitable 

environment — and yet, it is their home, their place. 
inhospitable means inhospitable for us human beings. it was 
so vividly clear that they live in a different world, not only in 
terms of the outer environment, but also in the way they are 
part of that environment. They are not worrying about falling; 
the ewes are not agonizing over the wild behavior of their 
lambs; they are not concerned at how sparse the vegetation 
is; they are not planning ahead to decide where to spend the 
night. They live embedded in this “harsh” environment as an 
extension of their being. They are at home. 

on this trip, while observing so many different 
animals, such different ways of being and ways of relating 
to the surroundings, i had the growing sense that i don’t 
really fathom what it is to be animal — to be so integrally 
entwined with one’s world. We have kinship as ensouled 
beings, but i’m the one observing them and thinking about 
their characteristics. i can appreciate their existence and, in 
fact, i’m in awe of them. This connects me with them and at 
the same time makes me realize how different i am.   

our encounter with institutionalized 
Dogmatism in Biology 

lAst yeAR we wanted to place an advertisement 
in the journal The American Biology Teacher, which is 
published nine times a year by the national Association 
of Biology teachers (nABt). The ad would have 
highlighted our new kit on “Diversity in human 
evolution” and my recent monograph, Do Frogs Come 
From Tadpoles? We soon realized, however, that placing 
the ad was not a straightforward task. 

We contacted the Association and described the ad. 
The executive director replied that “nABt has a policy 
that all materials from new advertisers be reviewed for 
consistency with the association’s policies on scientific 
integrity and other formal positions … in addition to 
the title ‘Do Frogs Come from tadpoles?’, i see the na-
ture institute also has some resources about evolution, 
and specifically on hominid evolution, that will also need to 
be reviewed.”

This happened in August 2017, and we were told that it was 
not possible to say how long the review process would take. 

nine months later, in May 2018, we received the following no-
tification that our request to submit an ad had been rejected: 

The Association has completed reviewing and have 
concluded that [the frog monograph’s] contents are 


